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Building Strong Organizations continued
Strengthening local organizations in East Africa
is critical to protecting the region’s vast natural
resources.
“Recent discoveries of oil in Turkana and minerals
on Kenya’s coast are keeping us busy,” says Benedette.
“We need equitable sharing of benefits and public
participation in decisions about natural resources.”
Adolf’s current projects include safeguarding
Tanzanians from lead paint and collaborating with
colleagues to protect the land rights of Maasai
communities threatened by foreign interests seeking
land for trophy hunting.
In Central America, ELAW has worked with IDAMHO
founder Clarisa Vega for many years to protect the
Mesoamerican Reef and challenge short-sighted
tourism development. Laura is a recent law graduate
who was hired by Clarisa after volunteering at IDAMHO.
“We are amplifying the voices of communities and
making the government accountable to its people, its
land, and its natural resources,” says Laura.
Laura will be in Eugene for 10 weeks and will work
one-on-one with the ELAW team to build her skills
and strengthen IDAMHO. She will also study English at
the University of Oregon’s American English Institute,
(AEI) which generously provides ELAW Fellows with a
Director’s Distinction Scholarship.

ELAW is located on the edge of the University of
Oregon campus, so ELAW Fellows have valuable
opportunities to work with students and faculty. ELAW
Fellows also offer a unique opportunity for citizens
of Eugene and the campus community to meet, learn
from, and work with the planet’s most committed and
courageous environmental defenders.
We design each ELAW Fellowship to meet the
specific needs of the Fellow. We provide one-on-one
training with ELAW Staff Attorneys, Scientists, and
development staff, and reach out to other experts in
the U.S. and around the world, to help ELAW Fellows
meet their training objectives.
ELAW Fellows also learn about the ELAW network
and how they can collaborate with colleagues across
borders to obtain critical legal and scientific resources.
ELAW Fellows have gone on to do outstanding work
and become respected leaders. Four ELAW Fellows later
won the prestigious Goldman Environmental Prize,
including 2010 Goldman Prize winner Thuli Makama
from Swaziland.
Many thanks to the Ford Foundation and the Summit
Foundation for supporting our ELAW Fellows from
Kenya, Tanzania and Honduras.
We would also like to thank Laurie Prosser and
Xiaoli Jiang for supporting Adolf’s Fellowship.

Benedette Mutuku, Adolf Runyoro, and Laura Palmese Hernandez met with Ernie Niemi, a natural resource economist. Ernie and ELAW Board member Bill Jaeger
have done great work explaining economics to visiting Fellows.
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ELAW Welcomes Two to Team
ELAW is thrilled to welcome Jackie Chimelewski and David Pugh to the
ELAW team!
Jackie manages ELAW’s Eugene office and coordinates ELAW’s volunteer
program. Jackie graduated with a degree in Political Science from the
University of Pittsburgh in 2007 and has worked in political and social
justice nonprofit organizations in Washington, DC and Pittsburgh. When
she is not dedicating her time and energy to environmental protection,
Jackie enjoys hiking and camping around the Pacific Northwest and
exploring Oregon by bike.
David manages ELAW’s website and helps ELAW partners around the
world use web-based tools to protect communities and the environment.
He has a wide variety of computer skills that span from server engineering
to front end web development. David graduated from the University of
Oregon in 2006 with a degree in Biochemistry. David enjoys studying
science, playing the violin, and fitting in a weekly game of Pathfinder.
David and Jackie are helping ELAW meet the needs of ELAW partners
around the world.

David Pugh and Jackie Chimelewski.

